ONLY 1ST YEAR STUDENTS
BUS ROUTE -1 BUS NO.7

STARTING FROM BARAMUNDA (8.05A.M.) AND REACH AT KIIT CHHAKA (8.25A.M.)
DAMANA, C.S.PUR, NALCO (8.35A.M), JAYADEB VIHAR (8.45A.M.), CROWN CHHAKA,
NAYAPALLY, ISCON, C.R.P.SQUARE, FIRE STATION (9.00A.M.), BARAMUNDA AND REACH
AT CET CAMPUS (AT 9.10A.M.)

RETURN: 4.45 P.M.

ONLY 1ST YEAR STUDENTS
BUS ROUTE -2 BUS NO.13

STARTING FROM BARAMUNDA (8.05A.M) AND REACH AT KALINGA
HOSPITA CHHAKA (8.15A.M), SAINIK SCHOOL, ACHARYA VIHAR, VANIVIHAR
(8.25A.M.), LAXMI SAGAR, KALPANA SQUARE (8.45A.M), MAUSIMAA,
SISHU BHABAN CHHAKA, AIR PORT CHHAKA, SIRIPUR (9.05A.M.), DELTA,
FIRE STATION, KALINGA STUDIO AND REACH AT CET CAMPUS (9.20A.M.)

RETURN :4.45P.M.

ONLY 1ST YEAR STUDENTS
BUS ROUTE -3 BUS NO.12

STARTING FROM BARAMUNDA (7.50A.M) AND REACH AT SATSANG VIHAR
CHHAKA(8.00A.M.), SAPTASATI TEMPLE (8.10 A.M) RASULGARH (8.25A.M), BAMIKHALA,
LAXMI SAGAR, KALPANA SQUARE (8.50A.M), MAUSIMAA, SISHU BHABAN CHHAKA,
AIR PORT CHHAKA, SIRIPUR (9.05A.M.), DELTA, FIRE STATION, KALINGA STUDIO AND
REACH AT CET CAMPUS (9.20A.M.)

RETURN :4.45P.M.
ONLY 1ST YEAR STUDENTS
BUS ROUTE -4 BUS NO.14

STARTING FROM BARAMUNDA (8.05A.M) AND REACH AT CRP SQUARE (8.10A.M.), POWER HOUSE CHHAKA, SASTRI NAGAR, UNIT-4 (8.20A.M.), RAM MANDIR, MASTER CANTEEN (8.30A.M.), RAJ MAHAL, KALPANA SQUARE, RAVI TALKIES (8.40A.M.), SISHU BHAVAN CHHAKA, NABEEN NIVAS, PUNAMA GATE OVERBRIDGE, BHIMATANGI (8.50A.M.), JAGAMARA (9.05A.M.), KHANDAGIRI AND REACH AT CET CAMPUS (9.20A.M.)

RETURN: 4.45P.M.

ONLY 1ST YEAR STUDENTS
BUS ROUTE -5 BUS NO.2 & 16

STARTING FROM CET 8.00A.M. AND REACH AT AMRI HOSPITAL (8.05A.M.) JAGAMARA (8.25A.M.), KHANDAGIRI AND REACH AT CET CAMPUS (8.40A.M.)

RETURN: 4.45P.M.

ONLY 1ST YEAR STUDENTS
BUS ROUTE -6 BUS NO.4

STARTING FROM CUTTACK BUS STAND (BADAM BADI) (7.50A.M.), LINK ROAD PETROL PUMP (8.00A.M.), PRESS CHHAKA (8.05 A.M.), GOPALPUR, NAKHARA (8.25A.M.), CROWN CHHAKA, BARAMUNDA AND REACH AT CET CAMPUS (8.55A.M.)

RETURN: 4.45P.M.

ONLY 1ST YEAR STUDENTS
BUS ROUTE -7 BUS NO.10

GHATIKIA HOSTEL (ARRIVAL AT 9.20A.M.)

(RETURN TIME: 4.45P.M. GHATIKIA HOSTEL BUS NO.5)
ARCHITECTURE & B.PLAN DEPARTMENT

BUS NO.5

STARTING FROM BARAMUNDA REACH AT NALCO CHHAKA 7.15 A.M,
ACHARYA VIHAR, VANI VIHAR, SAHID NAGAR, BIG BAZAR, LAXMI SAGAR
OVER BRIDGE, KALPANA, SIRIPUR, FIRE STATION, KALINGA STUDIO, REACH
AT CET (8.00A.M.)

BUS NO.2

STARTING FROM CET AT 7.10A.M. FIRE STATATION, SIRIPUR, NAVEEN
NIVAS 7.25A.M., BHIMATANGI, POKHARIPUT, JAGAMARA(7.40A.M.) GHATIKIA
REACH AT CET CAMPUS(7.55A.M.)